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Fig. 2.—Fraction of galaxies in the red distribution, in bins of local density
(left panel) or cluster velocity dispersion (right panel), based on the Gaussian
fitting of Fig. 1. Five lines are shown, corresponding to five different luminosity
ranges, as indicated. Points are shown with 1 j error bars at the median density
or velocity dispersion of each bin. Each point represents the fraction of red
galaxies only among galaxies with that luminosity and environment and, there-
fore, they do not need to add to 100%.

Fig. 3.—Mean color of the red distribution (left panel) and the blue distri-
bution (right panel) as a function of local density, based on the Gaussian fitting
of Fig. 1. Five lines are shown, corresponding to five different luminosity
ranges, as indicated. Points with 1 j error bars are shown at the median density
of each bin.

and compute the relative abundance of red galaxies within each
bin; the results are shown in Figure 2. There is a strong and
continuous dependence on local density, with the fraction of
galaxies in the red distribution at fixed luminosity increasing
from 10%–30% of the population at the lowest densities to
!70% of the population in the highest density environments.
This is stronger than the dependence on luminosity at fixed
density; in particular, the trend with density is of a similar
magnitude at all luminosities. The fraction of red-distribution
galaxies (at fixed luminosity) within the virial radius of clusters
is independent of velocity dispersion, within the fairly large
uncertainties. This implies that the population differences are
primarily related to local galaxy density and not cluster mass
or dynamics, in agreement with other work (Dressler 1980;
Fairley et al. 2002; De Propris et al. 2004).
In contrast to the strong trend in the fraction of red galaxies

with , the mean color of each distribution depends onlyS5
weakly on environment, as shown in Figure 3. Over a factor
of !100 in density, the mean color of the blue (red) population
changes by only 0.1–0.14 (0.03–0.06) mag, depending on lu-
minosity; the strongest trend is in the faint, blue galaxy dis-
tribution. These trends are weak, relative to the luminosity
dependence; for example, the mean color of the blue population
is !0.7 mag redder in the brightest galaxies, compared with
the faintest galaxies in the same environment. Similarly, we
see little evidence that the dispersion depends on environment:
the reduced of the fits do not improve significantly if the2x
dispersions are allowed to vary, and there is no significant trend
in the best-fit dispersions with environment.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been known for a long time that the galaxy color
distribution (and correlated quantities) depends on both envi-
ronment (e.g., Melnick & Sargent 1977; Dressler 1980) and

luminosity (e.g., de Vaucouleurs 1961; Bower et al. 1992). We
have shown here that the two effects are separable if the full
color distribution is considered as the sum of two populations;
while the mean and dispersion in the color of each type depend
strongly on luminosity (Paper I), they are weak functions of
environment. For the red galaxy distribution, this is well known
(e.g., Sandage & Visvanathan 1978) and is consistent with the
idea that these are old galaxies, for which color is only weakly
sensitive to the present age (Andreon 2003).
However, it is a surprising result that the colors of blue

galaxies, which are still actively growing and evolving, show
such little dependence on environment, a result that was in-
directly revealed through earlier analysis of the Tully-Fisher
relation (e.g., Giuricin et al. 1986). For example, if the in-
creased abundance of red galaxies is due to interactions (e.g.,
mergers and harassment) that increase in frequency monoton-
ically and smoothly with local galaxy density, we would expect
the blue distribution to become increasingly non-Gaussian with
density and to gradually blend into the red distribution. It seems
unlikely that the small change of !0.1 mag in the mean color
of the blue distribution as a function of environment can be
related to the much larger change in the abundance of this
population, relative to the red population. Instead, it may in-
dicate a small difference in the recent star formation history
or the distribution of intrinsic properties (e.g., dynamical mass
or stellar velocity dispersion) of blue galaxies at fixed lumi-
nosity in different environments.
We propose that characteristic properties (e.g., metallicity,

dust content, and past-averaged SFR) of the late-type galaxies
are determined primarily by their luminosity (likely through
its relation to mass or other fundamental, intrinsic quantities)
and that only interactions of a certain level trigger a transfor-
mation from late to early type. This transformation must be
either sufficiently rapid, or sufficiently rare, to keep the overall
color distribution unchanged. Furthermore, the mechanism re-
sponsible for this transition must be effective for both bright

Abel 1965
Oemler 1974
Dressler 1980
Postman & Geller 1984

Hogg et al 2004

Balogh et al 2004

Galaxy properties depend on 
their environmental density
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Fig. 1.—Top left panel: Distribution in absolute magnitude in the band and color for the entire sample. The columns show subsamples cut in0.1 0.1M i (g!r)0.1i
overdensity (a mean density environment has ). The rows show subsamples cut in Sérsic index n (an exponential disk has and ad d p 0 n p 11#8 1#8
de Vaucouleurs profile has ). In each panel, the gray scale monotonically represents the abundance of sample galaxies in the two-dimensional space of colorn p 4
and magnitude and the contours enclose 52.0%, 84.3%, and 96.6% of the sample. This represents properties of the sample; the data have not been weighted by

. Overplotted on all panels is the same straight solid line showing the best-fit color-magnitude relation from the bottom left panel, fitted as described in the1/Vmax
text.

Fig. 2.—Distribution of color residuals (observed minus fit) relative to the
linear fit plotted in Fig. 1 for the high Sérsic samples at low and high density.
The histograms have been arbitrarily renormalized to have similar peak heights.

Fig. 3.—The -weighted distribution function of galaxy absolute mag-1/Vmax
nitudes for the high Sérsic ( ) galaxies for the different density envi-n 1 2.0
ronments. The error bars show Poisson uncertainties only.
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Outstanding questions about 
environmental quenching

What is the physical extent of environmental dependence?

Where/when does environmental quenching begin?

How long does the quenching process take?

How does SFR evolve in detail?

What is the physical mechanism?



Galaxy Catalog
SDSS Data Release 7:  z < 0.06
NYU value-added spectroscopic 
catalog   Blanton et al 2004

Spectroscopically (H!) derived star 
formation rates   Brinchmann et al 2004

Galaxy Group Catalog  Yang et al 2007

Method of placing all galaxies in a ‘group’ (‘halo’)
Each group has one ‘central’ (most massive) & possibly several 
‘satellite’ galaxies
High purity & low contamination (~15%) as calibrated against 
mock catalogs



Group Finding in SDSS DR7

• Halo-based group-finding 
method of Yang, Mo, van den 
Bosch (2005).

• Use the abundance-matching 
approach to get halo mass from 
galaxy mass.

• Affords a central-satellite 
decomposition of all galaxies in 
DR7.

• 95% completeness for central 
galaxies in logM<~12 halos.

• 90% complete/pure for satellite 
galaxies.

Monday, September 24, 12

         

Central galaxies

Satellite galaxies
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Figure 1. Left panel: Relation between r-band magnitude, Mr , and stellar mass, M!, with the latter taken from the kcorrect code of
Blanton & Roweis (2007). Vertical lines show the magnitude limits for our volume-limited samples as listed in Table 1, while horizontal
lines indicate the stellar mass limits within each volume-limited sample. Right panel: Cumulative number density of galaxies as a function
of both Mr and M!, o!ering a rough conversion between the two. The star indicates M!

r from the Blanton, et al. (2003) luminosity
function.

Figure 3. Distribution of Dn4000 values for galaxies in mag-
nitude bins. Faint galaxies are predominantly active while bright
galaxies are predominantly quenched but still have a significant
active population. All sample distributions are bimodal with a
minimum at Dn4000 ! 1.6. We refer to galaxies with Dn4000 >
1.6 as ‘quenched’.

of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Abazajian et al.
2009). Specifically we use dr72bight34. We construct three
volume-limited samples, as listed in Table 1, which con-

Figure 4. Quenched fraction, fQ, defined by Dn4000 > 1.6,
as a function of large-scale (10 h"1 Mpc) density of galaxies. At
!/!̄ > 1, fQ rises monotonically with density, while in underdense
regions the quenched fraction is nearly constant.

tain all galaxies brighter than Mr = !18, Mr = !19 and
Mr = !20, respectively. Within each volume-limited sam-
ple, we construct another sample that is complete in stellar
mass. The stellar masses are also taken from the VAGC and
are derived from the kcorrect code of Blanton & Roweis

c" 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21
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galaxy star formation

Tinker, Wetzel & Conroy 2011
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Halo and Galaxy Formation Histories 7

Figure 6. Quenched fraction, fQ, vs. 10 h!1 Mpc overdensity, !/!̄, for various bins in galaxy magnitude. In each panel, the solid curve
is the overall fQ-!/!̄ relation, with the filled circles showing fcen

Q and fsat
Q . Bright central galaxies do show a slight increase in quenched

fraction with density.

in Fig. 1. Although we later cull the VAGC to create the
volume-limited samples in Table 1, using the full flux-limited
catalog suppresses sample variance in the calculation of the
luminosity function for the initial halo mass assignment.

In the Yang et al. (2005) methodology, this initial
matching of galaxies to groups and halo mass is done with
a redshift-space friends-of-friends (FOF) linking algorithm
(see also Berlind, et al. 2006). Using the inverse abundance
matching approach, we find results that are consistent with
the FOF algorithm. See the tests in Appendix C.

Once a halo has been assigned to each galaxy, each
galaxy has an associated halo mass, virial radius, and ve-
locity dispersion via the virial theorem. We then determine
the probability that each galaxy is a central galaxy in a
host halo or a satellite galaxy in a subhalo. If, projected

on the sky, a galaxy lies within a more massive galaxy’s
virial radius, we determine an angular probability that the
galaxy is a satellite by assuming that the number density
profile of satellite galaxies follows the dark matter given
by an NFW (Navarro et al. 1997b) profile. We assume the
concentration-mass relation given by Macciò et al. (2008)
for our cosmology, but note that the results are insensitive
to this choice. We also assign a line-of-sight satellite prob-
ability to the galaxy given its redshift o!set from the more
massive galaxy, where we assume that the host halo’s satel-
lites are distributed in a Gaussian along the line of sight.
If the product of the angular and line-of-sight probability is
above a calibrated constant, then the galaxy is considered to
be a satellite in the larger host halo. Once we have applied
this routine to all galaxies and we have a list of candidate

c! 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21

Environmental dependence = satellite galaxies
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galaxies are predominantly quenched but still have a significant
active population. All sample distributions are bimodal with a
minimum at Dn4000 ! 1.6. We refer to galaxies with Dn4000 >
1.6 as ‘quenched’.

of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Abazajian et al.
2009). Specifically we use dr72bight34. We construct three
volume-limited samples, as listed in Table 1, which con-

Figure 4. Quenched fraction, fQ, defined by Dn4000 > 1.6,
as a function of large-scale (10 h"1 Mpc) density of galaxies. At
!/!̄ > 1, fQ rises monotonically with density, while in underdense
regions the quenched fraction is nearly constant.

tain all galaxies brighter than Mr = !18, Mr = !19 and
Mr = !20, respectively. Within each volume-limited sam-
ple, we construct another sample that is complete in stellar
mass. The stellar masses are also taken from the VAGC and
are derived from the kcorrect code of Blanton & Roweis

c" 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21
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Figure 8. Quenched fraction of satellites, fsat
Q , as a function of

10 h!1 Mpc overdensity, !/!̄, for satellites with Mr = [!19,!20].
Filled circles show the measurements from Fig. 7. Solid curves
show fsat

Q in bins of logMhost.

ness of the iterative group-making method to the details of
the initialization of the procedure.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Properties of Satellite Galaxies at Fixed Halo

Mass

For our fiducial results we examine a bin in magnitude of
Mr = [!19,!20]. These galaxies are faint enough that they
span a wide range of host halo masses (as satellite galaxies)
but bright enough that a volume-limited sample contains
su!cient statistics for fine binning in halo mass. By looking
at galaxies in a relatively narrow range of luminosities, we
are restricting our analysis to galaxies that are in a narrow
range of Msub (for satellite galaxies) and Mhost (for central
galaxies).

Fig. 5 shows the fraction of quenched satellites, f sat
Q ,

as a function of Mhost for bins in Mr. The slope of f sat
Q

is independent of galaxy magnitude, but the amplitude in-
creases monotonically with Mr. These results indicate that
accretion of a galaxy onto a larger halo contributes signifi-
cantly to the buildup of quenched, passive galaxies, in agree-
ment with previous works (e.g., van den Bosch et al. 2008;
Tinker & Wetzel 2010).

The satellite trends in Fig. 5 are broadly consistent
with previous results on galaxy mass and halo mass de-
pendence. Using the maxBCG cluster sample, Hansen et al.
(2009) found that the red fraction of galaxies increases
with cluster richness, though their red fraction is somewhat
higher than our quenched fraction due to the use of color
rather than a dust-insensitive diagnostic. Other works using
more direct star formation rate indicators have found more
similar trends (Weinmann et al. 2006; Kimm et al. 2009;

Figure 9. Solid and dashed curves indicate the mean logMhost

as a function of 10 h!1 Mpc overdensity, !/!̄, for satellite galax-
ies and all galaxies in the Mr = [!19,!20] bin, respectively.
Here, "logMhost# is a galaxy-number weighted mean. Unlike cen-
tral galaxies, the typical halo mass probed by satellite galaxies
increases with density. The filled circles indicate the fraction of
all galaxies that are central galaxies as a function of !/!̄, as given
by the right-hand y-axis.

Weinmann et al. 2010; von der Linden et al. 2010). We will
examine trends of satellite quenching in much more detail in
Papers II and III. For now, these results will be important
when interpreting the correlations with density in Fig. 4.

4.2 Dissecting the Correlations with Density

Fig. 6 shows the fQ-!/!̄ relation, broken into central and
satellite galaxies, for four magnitude bins. For L ! L" galax-
ies, the quenched fraction of central galaxies is independent
of large-scale density, spanning the entire range of environ-
ments from the deepest voids (!/!̄ " 0.1) to cluster infall
regions (!/!̄ " 10). The entire correlation with environment
is driven by the satellite galaxies. The results are consistent
with the scenario in which all environmental correlations are
due to the change in the halo mass function. However, for
the Mr = [!20.5,!21] magnitude bin there is a clear de-
pendence of fcen

Q with density, increasing from fQ = 0.55 to
0.65 over two decades in density. We will discuss the brighter
galaxies subsequently, focusing now on understanding the
fQ ! !/!̄ correlation for our fiducial sample.

The left panel in Fig. 7 shows the fQ-!/!̄ relation for
Mr = [!19,!20] galaxies taken from Fig. 6b. The dotted
curves indicate the raw quenched fractions, uncorrected for
satellite-central mislabeling. Because mislabeling only in-
creases fcen

Q and decreases f sat
Q , these curves can be con-

sidered upper and lower limits on these two quantities, re-
spectively. The right panel shows the same breakdown for
groups defined by stellar mass rather than luminosity. In
both panels, the dependence of fQ on environment is caused
entirely satellite galaxies; f sat

Q rises rapidly when !/!̄ > 1.

c$ 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21

Environmental dependence = satellites in different mass halos
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also, Hogg et al 2004
Kauffmann et al 2004
Blanton et al 2005
Blanton & Berlind 2007
Wilman et al 2010
Peng et al 2010, 2011

Tinker, Wetzel & Conroy 2011

Environmental dependence of 
galaxy star formation
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also, Hansen et al 2009
von der Linden et al 2010

cosmic average

Is SFR affected beyond the virial radius?
Wetzel, Tinker, Conroy & van den Bosch, in prep
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also,
Brinchmann et al 2004, 
Kauffmann et al 2004, 
Weinmann et al 2006, 
Kimm et al 2009, 
Pasquali et al 2010, 
Peng et al 2011

Satellite SFR depends on mass of host halo
SFR bimodality persists across all host halo masses

No lower limit of host halo mass for affecting satellite SFR

Wetzel, Tinker & Conroy 2011
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but SFR bimodality persists at all halo-centric distances

also, Balogh et al 2000, Ellingson et al 2001, De Propris et al 2004, Weinmann et al 2006, 
Blanton & Berlind 2007, van den Bosch et al 2008, Hansen et al 2009, Pasquali et al 2009, 
von der Linden et al 2010

Satellite SFR depends on halo-centric distance
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~constant fraction at intermediate SFR (‘green valley’)

Wetzel, Tinker & Conroy 2011



Box size
Force resolution
Particle mass
Particle count

250 h-1Mpc
2.5 h-1kpc
108 h-1M

8.6 billion

High-Resolution, Cosmological
N-body Simulation

Apply group finder to simulation to 
create ‘mock’ simulation group catalog

Use abundance matching to 
assign stellar mass to subhalos 
n(sub)halo(>Minf) = ngalaxy(>Mstar)
Vale & Ostriker 2006
Conroy, Wechsler & Kravtsov  2007
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How do satellites fall into halos?
Wetzel, Tinker, Conroy & van den Bosch 2012

In halos > 1014 M, most satellites do not fall in directly from the field
Importance of satellite first infall

also,
Berrier et al 2009
McGee et al 2009
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Earlier infall times in more massive host halos & 
at smaller halo-centric distance

Wetzel, Tinker, Conroy & van den Bosch, in prep
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Satellite SFR initial conditions at 
the time of infall

To understand satellite SFR evolution after infall, need 
accurate SFR initial conditions at the time of first infall

Satellites at z = 0 typically fell in at z ~ 0.5, with a broad 
tail out to z ~ 1

Use empirical method to assign satellite initial SFRs, 
based on the evolution of central galaxy SFRs
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COSMOS Drory et al 2009SDSS

Use group catalogs & spatial clustering to disentangle quiescent 
fractions of central & satellite galaxies Tinker & Wetzel 2010

Central galaxy quiescent fraction grows by at least 2x since z ~ 1

Wetzel, Tinker, Conroy & 
van den Bosch 2012

Evolution of SFR for central galaxies
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Fig. 1.—SSFR (yr!1) vs. for 3658 star-forming (main sequence; Paper I) AEGIS galaxies. Filled blue circles: SFRs from Spitzer MIPS 24 mm and DEEP2M!
emission lines (Paper I). Open blue circles: Blue galaxies without 24 mm detection, SFRs from extinction-corrected emission lines. Galaxies with no reliable signs
of SF, including red LINER/AGN candidates (Paper I), are not shown. Black circles and error bars: Median and sample standard deviation of of thelog (SSFR)
main-sequence galaxies, in the range where the sample is 195% complete. The black dot-dashed line repeats the green (left) and red (right) models in theM!
lowest z bin. Left: t models with fixed formation redshift and mass-dependent t (colored curves). Massive galaxies can be reproduced assuming high (12),z zf f

less massive galaxies require , unphysical for massive galaxies. Right: Staged t models (red), where both t and are mass-dependent. Red dashed linesz ! 2 zf f

show the effect of varying and t at a given . The delayed onset of SF (lower ) in a fraction of less massive galaxies accounts for the increase of SSFRsz M zf bar f

at low without requiring a large fraction of galaxies to simultaneously undergo starbursts.M!

to account for growth. Previous authors have successfullyM!
employed t models with different e-folding times t to reproduce
the spectrophotometric and chemical evolution of different Hub-
ble types and masses (e.g., Tinsley 1968; Searle et al. 1973; Koo
et al. 1993; Bicker et al. 2004; Savaglio et al. 2005; Weiner et
al. 2006). The apparent dominance of smoothly declining SFRs
in individual galaxies (Paper I) supports the use of t models,
which are a one-zone approach to describe SF through contin-
uous gas exhaustion. We adopt simple closed-box conditions
where galaxies have a baryonic mass that is initially gaseous,Mb
later the sum of gas ( ) and stellar mass . For instantaneousM Mg !
recycling, with a recycled gas fraction (Kroupa initialR p 0.5
mass function [IMF]; Bell et al. 2005), and a SF efficiency e
such that the SFR , one obtainsW p eMg

T
W(M , z) p W(z ) exp ! , (1)b f ( )t

1
T p t(z)! t(z ), t p , (2)f e(1! R)

where is the “formation redshift” where SF begins andzf
is the cosmic time at redshift z. The initial SFR at a givent(z)

t is then . We parameterize the!1W(z ) p eM p [t(1! R)] Mf b b

mass dependence of t as a power law of the baryonic mass of
the galaxy :Mb

at(M ) p c M . (3)b a b

Figure 1 (left column) shows examples of equation (1) in the
SSFR- plane, compared to the median SSFR of the MS, forM!
different , , and a.z cf a

3.1. Staged t Models
Figure 1 (left column) shows that models withmass-dependent

t can crudely reproduce the median MS of SF galaxies and its
redshift evolution for galaxies with out to10M ! 10 M z "! ,

, if formation redshifts are adopted for all galaxies. How-1 z " 2f
ever, the models fall short of reproducing the high SSFRs of less
massive galaxies. The model SSFRs remain systematically too
low, unless we adopt a very low , unphysical for massivez ! 1f
galaxies. The reason is the monotonic decline of the SFR of t
models. Their present-to-past average SFR (Kennicutt et al.
2005),

W(t) W T
b(t) p p , (4)

AWS M 1! RT !
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Evolution of SFR for central galaxies

Wetzel, Tinker, Conroy & 
van den Bosch 2012
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Importance of satellite quenching in building 
up the red-sequence population

At Mstar < 1010 M, most quiescent galaxies quenched as satellites

blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank 

blank blank blank blank 

blank blank blank blank 

blank blank blank

blank blank blablank blank blanka a a

Wetzel, Tinker, Conroy & van den Bosch 2012
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Modeling satellite SFR histories

Ansatz: a satellite’s quenching likelihood 
is given by its time since first infall

(1) Identify all surviving satellites in the simulation 
that were actively star-forming at the time of infall

(2) Quench their star formation if they fell in prior to 
some time-since-infall threshold

(3) Adjust this threshold to match observed satellite 
quiescent fraction in bins of satellite & halo mass
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Satellite quenching time depends on stellar mass, 
but not on host halo mass
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Outstanding questions about 
environmental quenching

What is the physical extent of environmental dependence?

Where/when does environmental quenching begin?

How long does the quenching process take?

How does SFR evolve in detail?

What is the physical mechanism?
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Satellite SFR evolution in detail

(1) Satellite SFR evolves unaffected for roughly a 
halo crossing time (several Gyrs)

(2) Once begun, satellite SFR quenching is rapid
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =

8
<

:
SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e

⇢
�

(t�tQ, start)

⌧Q, fade

�

t > tQ, start

(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =
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SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e
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(10)
to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =
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SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e
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to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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Figure 8. Satellite quenching timescales vs. stellar mass. Top:
Time since first infall at which satellites are quenched (fall below
SSFR = 10�11 yr�1), tQ, in bins of their host halo mass at z = 0.
Region widths indicate uncertainty in satellite initial quiescent
fractions from §3.1. Bottom: Decomposing the above tQ into the
delay time after infall before satellite quenching starts, tQ, delay,
and subsequent e-folding time over which SFR fades, ⌧Q, fade.
Low-mass satellites take significantly longer to be quenched than
those at higher mass, and their SFR fades more rapidly once
quenching starts. However, satellite quenching timescales do not
depend on the mass of their host halo. The uncertainty on ⌧Q, fade

is dominated by uncertainty in fitting the full SSFR distribution.

the timescale over which satellites are quenched does not de-

pend on the mass of their host halo.
This lack of host halo mass dependence may be sur-

prising, given that more massive host halos represent more
severe environments, having higher gas densities, tempera-
tures, and satellite orbital velocities at a given r/Rvir. But
it is not clear that all possible satellite quenching processes
should depend on host halo mass. For example, if satellite
quenching is driven simply by the inability to accrete gas
after infall, then quenching occurs when a satellite exhausts

mass at the time of infall directly, if group preprocessing were
the primary mode of quenching satellites, this could mitigate the
inferred dependence of tQ on host halo mass. However, as we will
show in §4.4, most satellites quenched when they were in their
current host halo, so any possible mitigation would be modest.

its gas reservoir, independent of its host halo’s mass. Alter-
nately, while the dominant satellite quenching process(es)
may be more rapid at a given r/Rvir in a more massive host
halo, this is mitigated by the fact that dynamical friction
causes a satellite of a given mass to orbit to smaller r/Rvir

more quickly in a lower mass host halo (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008). We will examine the dependence of
satellite quenching on host halo mass with physically moti-
vated models applied to orbital histories in Paper IV.

4.3.2 ‘Delayed-then-rapid’ quenching

While the satellite binary quenching timescale that we mea-
sured above, tQ, is advantageous in its simplicity, it is in-
sensitive to the details of how satellite SFR evolves. We now
seek to understand satellite star formation histories more
fully, as constrained by the full SSFR distribution at z = 0.

In Paper II, we showed that the satellite SSFR distribu-
tion is bimodal, similar to central galaxies, across our stellar
mass range. The SSFR values of the active galaxy peak and
bimodality break, as well as the fraction of galaxies near the
bimodality break (‘green valley’), do not vary with central
vs. satellite demarcation, host halo mass or halo-centric ra-
dius. As we argued, these observations imply that (1) satel-
lite SFRs evolve in the same manner as central galaxies for
several Gyrs after infall, (2) the time since infall at which
satellite SFR starts to be a↵ected is long compared with the
time over which SFR fades, and (3) the latter timescale does
not depend on host halo mass or halo-centric radius.

To quantify these timescales, we build on these trends
and construct a physically motivated, two-stage model for
satellite SFR evolution. The initial SFR for a satellite at
its time of first infall, tinf , is given by our parametrization
in §3. If a satellite was quiescent prior to infall, we do not
evolve its SFR. If a satellite was active at infall, we allow
its SFR after infall to fade gradually in the same manner as
central galaxies of the same stellar mass, using equation (7).
This central-type, gradual fading continues across a ‘delay’
time, tQ, delay. If tsince inf > tQ, delay, only then does a satel-
lite start to be quenched, at which point we parametrize its
SFR evolution via exponential fading, with ⌧Q, fade being the
characteristic e-folding time over which SFR fades. Defining
tQ, start = tinf + tQ, delay, satellite SFR evolves as

SFRsat(t) =
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SFRcen(t) t < tQ, start

SFRcen(tQ, start)e
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to the redshift of our group catalog. Note that tQ, delay and
⌧Q, fade relate to tQ from the previous subsection via tQ =
tQ, delay +N⌧Q, fade, with N = ln[SSFR(tQ, start)/10

�11].
Because the initial SFRs that we assign to satellites are

based on observed distributions, any possible measurement
uncertainty propagates into our resultant model SFRs at z =
0 as well, allowing for robust comparison with SDSS. Also,
for any satellite whose SSFR evolves below ⇡ 10�12 yr�1,
we assign it as having SSFR = 10�12 yr�1 plus log-normal
scatter of 0.2 dex, which e↵ectively mocks the measurement
limits and scatter in the Brinchmann et al. (2004) method.

Our physical, two-stage model for satellite SFR evolu-
tion has two timescales to constrain: tQ, delay and ⌧Q, fade.
We allow these timescales to vary, independently, with both
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No. 1, 2009 THE STAR FORMATION LAW IN ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR GAS 853

Figure 1. SFR surface density !̇! as a function of H i (panel a), H2 (panel b), and total gas (panel c) surface densities !H i, !H2 , and !g. Lines show our theoretical
model predictions for values of clumping factor times metallicity of log cZ" = #0.3, 0.2, 0.7, and 1.2, as indicated. Contours show observations from THINGS, and
are constructed as in B08: we break the plane of the plot into bins 0.05 dex wide in each direction and count the number of independent data points in each bin. The
contours represent, from lightest to darkest, 1, 2, 5, and 10 data points. The dashed vertical lines in the !H2 and !g plots indicate the THINGS CO sensitivity limit of
4.5 M$ pc#2. Note that our plots are shifted by a factor of 1.36 relative to those of B08 because we include the mass of helium in !H i, !H2 , and !g.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Equation (7) gives an estimate for SFRff/tff in a molecular
cloud of a known mass. To complete the calculation, we must
estimate the characteristic molecular cloud mass in a galaxy. We
follow KM05 in estimating that this will be determined by the
Jeans mass in the galaxy, which is

M %
! 4

g

G2!g
=

"4G2!3
gQ

4

4"4
, (8)

where !g is the gas velocity dispersion, Q is the Toomre Q of
the galactic disk, and " is the angular velocity of its rotation.
If we can directly measure !g, ", and Q, or !g and !g, for
a galaxy, then we can solve for M directly and substitute into
Equation (7) to obtain a characteristic value of SFRff/tff for
that galaxy. However, often one or more of the quantities are
unknown, and even when they are known it is useful to have
a rough estimate in terms of a single quantity such as !g
rather than three quantities !g, ", and Q. Since M6 enters
the SFR only to the 0.33 power, any errors we make in this
approximation are unlikely to have strong effects. We therefore
follow KM05 in assuming that all galaxies will be marginally
Toomre stable, Q % 1, and noting that there is broad statistical
correlation "/Myr#1 % 0.054(!g/85 M$ pc#2)0.49. If we use
this correlation in (8) then we obtain

M6 % 37
!

!g

85 M$ pc#2

"1.0

. (9)

Finally, it is worth noting here that our estimate of the
molecular cloud volume density, which depends on !cl and M6,
is somewhat different from that of KM05. They assumed that
GMC surface densities were set largely by external pressure in
a galaxy, and computed the density based on this assumption.
As discussed above, more recent observational and theoretical
work suggests that instead GMC densities are primarily set by
internal feedback processes and do not vary significantly with
galactic conditions, at least in Milky Way-like galaxies. Our
model in this paper takes this result into account.

2.3. The Full Star Formation Law

We have now derived the major components of our star for-
mation law (Equation (1)). The molecular fraction fH2 depends

only on gas surface density !g, metallicity Z", and the clump-
ing of the gas c on scales unresolved in a given observation or
simulation (Equation (2)). It increases with !g, becoming fully
molecular at &10/cZ" M$ pc#2. We have also derived an ana-
lytic relation for the inverse star formation timescale SFRff/tff in
two regimes. Where internal GMC pressure far exceeds the am-
bient ISM gas pressure and GMCs “forget” their environment—
as typically occurs in nearby galaxies with !g < 85 M$ pc#2—
this timescale does not depend on !g except indirectly through
the molecular cloud mass (Equation (9)). Above !g = 85 M$
pc#2, ambient pressure becomes comparable to the GMC in-
ternal pressure and the star formation timescale depends on !g
(Equation (7)). In neither case does the timescale depend on
either the metallicity or the clumping, so the SFR in molecular
gas does not depend on either of these quantities. Only the SFR
in total gas does.

We are now ready to combine these pieces into our single star
formation law:

!̇! = fH2 (!g, c, Z
")

!g

2.6 Gyr

'

#
$%

$&

'
!g

85 M$ pc#2

(#0.33
,

!g

85 M$ pc#2 < 1
'

!g

85 M$ pc#2

(0.33
,

!g

85 M$ pc#2 > 1
. (10)

3. COMPARISON TO OBSERVATIONS

We compare our proposed star formation law, Equation (10),
to the observed relationship between star formation, atomic
gas, and molecular gas in Figures 1 and 2. The majority of
the observations come from the THINGS sample. The full
sample covers metallicities from log Z" = #1.22 to 0.49 (Walter
et al. 2008; KMT09), but only four of the 34 galaxies have
metallicities below log Z" = #1.0, and these are all dwarfs with
such low SFRs that they contribute negligibly to the total SFR
in the sample. Moreover, the molecular gas masses for these
systems are likely to be extremely uncertain (see below). Thus
we adopt log Z" = #1.0–0.5 as a realistic range of metallicities
in the data.

The THINGS sample is observed at a resolution of &750 pc,
much larger than a single atomic–molecular complex, so we
expect c > 1. The true value of c cannot be determined directly

Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson 2009
Bigiel et al 2008 (THINGS survey)
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Galaxy Evolution in Groups & Clusters

Satellites drive ~all environmental dependence of galaxy star formation

At Mstar < 1010 M, satellite quenching is the dominant process for 
building up the red sequence

Satellite SFR distribution is always bimodal - satellite quenching is 
delayed (2 - 4 Gyr) then rapid (< 800 Myr)

Satellite stellar mass growth is ~same as that of central galaxies

Satellite ejected beyond Rvir evolve in the same way as those within Rvir


